**Altenew – Peony Spray**  
**Technique – embossing and die cutting**  

**Beginner - Intermediate**

**TIME: 20 minutes or less**

**STAMPS:**  
Peony Spray Stamp & Die Set

**INK PADS:**  
Permanent Black – Altenew  
Green Fields – Mini Cube Set  
Red Cosmos Mini Cube Set  

**Artist markers:**  
Green Fields set  
Red Cosmos Set

**ACCESSORIES:**  
Altenew Watercolor Brushes  
Big Shot  
Simon Says Stamp Stitched Rectangle Waffer Dies SSSD111455  
Heat Tool  
Pure White Embossing Powder  
Anti - Static Pouch  
Craft Mat – Ranger  
Caribbean Sunset Sequins – Simon Says Stamps

**CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:**

- **Classic Crest Solar White 110 lb 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base**
- **Canson 90 lb Cold pressed watercolor paper 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 – die cut**
- **Classic Crest Solar White 80 lb 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 – Stamp, color and die cut flower**
- **Jet Black ¾ x 2-1/2 – sentiment**

**DIRECTIONS:**

1. Score and fold the card base.
2. Stamp the floral image in Permanent Black ink onto the 80 lb Classic Crest Solar White cardstock.
3. Use the Artist markers to colour the image and then die cut it out with the coordinating die.
4. Die cut the rectangle background from the watercolor paper.
5. Wet then entire surface – and working on the Craft Mat – add color with the Forest Glades and Coral Bliss Mini Ink Cubes and the Watercolor Brushes.
6. Let the piece almost dry and then add a drop of water to the remaining ink, pick it up with the watercolor brush and flick it onto the background piece. You can also squeeze the watercolor brush to drop blobs of color for additional interest.
7. Once the background piece is dry, add foam tape to the back and attach it to the card base.
8. Use Foam Dots to attach the die cut flower to the left side of the card front.
9. Heat emboss a sentiment into the piece of Jet Black cardstock, trim and attach to the top right of the card front with glue dots.
10. Clean stamps

Inky Hugs
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